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ABSTRACT
A lattice automorphism of a group is defined to be an automorphism of its lattice of subgroups.
For a large class of finite simple Chevalley groups, it is shown that every lattice automorphism is
induced by a group automorphism. However, this does not hold for all finite simple Chevalley
groups G, as is shown by explicit construction in the case G=PSL(3,q).
INTRODUCTION
Whether every finite simple group is determined up to isomorphism by its
lattice of subgroups, is an old problem posed by Suzuki (13]. The Classification
Theorem yields a positive answer to this question: Since two finite perfect
groups with isomorphic subgroup lattices must have the same order (see (13]),
it only remains to check the few cases where two non-isomorphic simple groups
have the same order (see (14]).
Now that we know that a lattice isomorphism (i.e. an isomorphism of the
subgroup lattices) between two finite simple groups can only exist if the groups
are isomorphic, the next question is whether such a lattice isomorphism is
necessarily induced by a group isomorphism. Equivalently, we ask whether
(+) Aut L(G}=Aut G
where L(G} denotes the lattice of subgroups of the finite simple group G.
MeteIIi [7] showed that (+) holds for the groups PSL(2, q} and Sz(q}.
Schmidt [9] proved that (+ ) holds for the alternating group A/t(n} if and only
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if n is not of the form n =3r or n = 3r + 1 where r;;;;3 is odd; he also determined
the exact structure of Aut L(G) for the exceptional values of n.
In the present paper we shall consider the above question for simple Che-
valley groups G (of normal or twisted type). Starting-point is the fact that if
we consider Aut G as a subgroup of Aut L(G) in the natural way, and if
rank(G);;;;2, then
Aut L(G) = Aut (G) ~ €/J
where €/J is the kernel of the action of Aut L(G) on the Tits building Ll of G.
This follows from a theorem of Tits saying that Aut Ll == Aut G, if rank(G);;;;2.
The main result of this paper is that (+) holds (i.e. €/J is trivial) if G is a
(normal or twisted) Chevalley group of rank ;;;;2 whose Weyl group has a non-
trivial center; for the characteristic p we have to assume p> 3, and p> 7 if
G=E7(q),Es(q). The hypothesis on the Weyl group is satisfied for the groups
of type B I , Ct, DZI ' zDZI' 3D4, Gz, F4 , E7 , Eg • The remaining cases are much
harder, surprisingly even the case AI' i.e. G = PSL(1 + 1, q). We will take a
closer look at these groups in a forthcoming paper.
In view of Metelli's result (in the rank 1 case) and the result presented in the
last paragraph, one might suspect that ( +) holds for all simple groups of Lie
type. That this is not true is shown in the last part of this paper, where we
consider the groups PSL(3, q) and PSU(3, qZ): In these cases it turns out that
€/J is not trivial, and not even solvable, in general. These are (to my knowledge)
the first examples of finite simple groups G such that Aut L(G) has a non-
abelian composition factor other than G.
NOTATIONS
For a group G we let L(G) denote the lattice of subgroups of G. The auto-
morphism group of the lattice L(G) is denoted Aut L(G) and its elements are
called lattice automorphisms of G. By Z(G), CG(x), CG(X), NG(X) we denote
the center of G resp. the centralizer in G of the element x of G resp. the
centralizer in G of the subgroup X of G resp. the normalizer of X in G; we set
AX: =x-1Axfor A in L(G) or in G. If A,B,C, ... are elements or subgroups of
G, then (A, B, C, ... ) denotes the subgroup of G generated by them.
For algebraic groups, we follow Borel/Tits [IJ. In particular, the identity
component of an algebraic group ~ will be denoted by ~o; if ~ is defined over
the field k, we let ~k denote the group of the k-rational points of ~.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let ~ be an absolutely almost simple algebraic group of relative rank ;;;; 2
over the finite field k. Let p resp. q be the characteristic resp. the number of
elements of k, and let G denote the subgroup of ~k generated by its unipotent
elements. We exclude the case that q=2 and ~ is of type Bz or Gz. Then Gis
perfect (see [17]), hence by Suzuki [13, Ch. II, Th. 8J we have
PROPOSITION 1. Every lattice automorphism of G preserves the orders of the
subgroups of G.
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Call a subgroup of G parabolic if it contains the normalizer of a p-Sylow
subgroup of G, and let .1 denote the ordered set of all parabolic subgroups of
G (the "building of G"); .1 is ordered by inclusion. By Tits [15, 5.8 and 11.6],
every automorphism of .1 is induced by a (unique) automorphism of the group
G/Z(G).
By Proposition 1, every lattice automorphism of G permutes the p-Sylow
subgroups of G. Since the normalizers of the p-Sylow subgroups of G can be
characterized as those elements of L(G) that are maximal with respect to
containing exactly one p-Sylow subgroup of G, it follows that the lattice auto-
morphisms of Gleave .1 invariant. Thus we get a homomorphism Aut L(G)-+
-+Aut .1. By the above-mentioned theorem of Tits, the restriction of this homo-
morphism to Aut G is bijective, if Aut G::Aut G/Z(G). (Thereby, and in the
following, we regard the automorphism group Aut G of G as a subgroup of
Aut L(G) in the natural way). Hence
PROPOSITION 2. If Aut G::Aut G/Z(G), then Aut L(G) = Aut Gl><<P, where
<P is the kernel of the action of Aut L(G) on .1.
REMARK. The hypothesis that Aut G::Aut G/Z(G) is satisfied in most cases
(e.g. if @ is simply-connected or adjoint). But for certain groups of type D,
(I even) the graph automorphism of G/Z(G) cannot be lifted to G (see [12,
§ 10, 11]). Anyway, we are mainly interested in the case of simple G where the
above hypothesis is trivial.
2. THE MAIN THEOREM
In this section we are going to prove the following
THEOREM. Let @ be an adjoint absolutely simple algebraic group defined
over the finite field k of characteristic p, and let G denote the subgroup of @k
generated by its unipotent elements. Suppose the (absolute) Weyl group of @
has a non-trivial center, and p> 7. Then every lattice automorphism of G is
induced by an automorphism of G.
REMARK 1. The center of the Weyl group of a simple algebraic group has
order one or two. The latter case occurs exactly for the types A I' R" C" D2,
(1~2), G2 , F4 , E7 , E8 •
REMARK 2. The condition p> 7 is fully needed only for the types E7 and E8 •
For the other types, p> 3 will do. This will be indicated in the proof.
REMARK 3. The classical groups Sp(n,q), SO(2n-l,q), SO(4n,q)+ ,
SO(4n,q)- (n~2) are all of the form@k(with @asin section 1), but they are
not covered by the theorem since they are either not centerfree or not generated
by unipotents. Note first that the results of section 1 remain valid for these
groups, since the theorem of Suzuki proving Proposition 1 applies to these
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groups as well (although the special orthogonal groups are not perfect); also
the hypothesis of Proposition 2 will be satisfied. Now the proof of our theorem
goes through without change for the groups SO(2n - I, q). Whether the theorem
holds also for the other groups mentioned above, would require an extra
analysis - but seems very likely (e.g. from the corresponding result for
PSp(n,q) we infer that the group ~ of "exceptional" lattice automorphisms of
Sp(n,q) has exponent ~2 and fixes every subgroup of Sp(n,q) of odd order,
if q is not a power of 2 or 3).
The proof of the main theorem will be achieved in a series of lemmas. As a
general hypothesis for these lemmas, we let ~, G, k, q, p, ~, etc. be as in
section I. (Note that if ~ satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem and is of
relative rank 1, then G == PSL(2, q) which case has been handled by Metelli [7];
thus we may assume as in section 1 that ~ is of relative rank ~2). In addition
we assume p =1= 2.
For Lemma 1 we let ~ be a maximal k-split torus of ~ and ~: =C@(@:).
Then ~ is a maximal torus of ~ defined over k (since ~ is quasi-split over the
finite field k). Let A(@:),~) resp. A(~,~) denote the set of roots of ~ resp. ~
in ~ (see [1, 3.2», and let Ua denote the root subgroup of ~ associated to
aEA(~,~) (see [1, 2.3». Finally, for each aEA(~,~) we let U(o) denote the
group generated by those Ua such that a restricts to a positive integral multiple
of a.
LEMMA 1. Let ~ be a maximal k-split torus of ~ and ~: = C@(~).
(i) ~ fixes T: =~nG and U(o): =u(o)nG for every non-divisible root
aEA(~,~).
(ii) rp fixes every subgroup of T of order 2, if ~ is k-split and adjoint.
(iii) rp fixes every subgroup of G of order 2, if ~ is simply-connected, has
only one conjugacy class of non-central involutions and satisfies
Z(~)n~k={I}.
PROOF. (i) There exist Borel subgroups 5.8,5.8- of ~ defined over k,
such that ~=5.8n5.8- (see [1, 4. 15(a))). Then the groups B: =5.8nG and
B-: =5.8- nG are normalizers of p-Sylow subgroups of G (see [15, p. 222»,
hence rp fixes Band B-, and thus also T (=BnB-).
The choice of 5.8 defines an order on A(@:),~) (see [1, 4. 15(b))). We can
assume that the non-divisible root a is simple relative to this order (see [2, § I,
Prop. 15], [1, 5.3». Then there exists an element n of ~k normalizing ~ with
U(o)n = U( -0)' such that for every positive root b E A(~,~) which is not a
multiple of the root a we have U(b)n=u(C) for some positive root cEA(~,~)
(see [17, 3.1 (7), (8), (10»). Hence u(o)=un(U-)n, where U (resp. U-) is the
group generated by the U(b) with b ranging over the positive (resp. negative)
roots inA(~,~) (see [17, 3.1(4))). Since U (resp. U-) is the unipotent radical
of 5.8 (resp. 5.8 -), the groups U: = un G and U-: = U- n G are p-Sylow
subgroups of G (see above); hence rp fixes U and (U-)n, and thus also U(o)
(=un (U- )n). This proves (i).
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(ii) and (iii): First we note that for every lattice automorphism (fJ of G we
have:
(+) If X and Yare subgroups of G of prime power order for distinct
primes, then X centralizes Y iff X'P centralizes yIp.
Namely, if X centralizes Y then X and Yare the only Sylow subgroups of
W: = (X, Y), hence X'P and yIp are the only Sylow subgroups of W'P (by
Proposition 1) and thus they centralize each other. By symmetry, ( +) is proved.
Now let h be an involution in S: =~nG and (fJEq,. Then (h)'P=(h') for
some involution h' in T (by (i». For every non-divisible a EA(~,~) with
a(h) = 1, the group U(Q) is centralized by h and thus also by h' (which follows
from (+ ) and (i»; since U(Q) is generated by the elements US with u in U(Q) and
s in ~ (see [17, 3.2(19)]), it follows that U(Q)~C(?l(h').
Now if ~ is k-split, then ~ = ~ and thus we can reverse the above argument
to conclude that for every aEA(~,~) we have a(h) = 1 iff a(h')= 1. Since a(h)
and a(h') can only take the values ± 1, it follows that a(h)=a(h') for all
aEA(~,~). This implies h=h', if ~ is adjoint. Thus (ii) is proved.
If ~ is not necessarily k-split, the above argument yields only that C(?l(h)o~
~ C(?l(h') (since C(?l(h)o is generated by ~ and the U(Q) for those a EA(~,~)
with a(h) = 1, see [11, Ch. 11,4.1]). But under the hypothesis of (iii), hand h'
must be conjugate in ~, hence their centralizers have the same dimension which
implies that C(?l(h)o = C(?l(h')o. From this it follows as in the last paragraph that
a(h)=a(h') for all aEA(~,~), hence h-lh'EZ(~). Thus if Z(~)n~k={l},
then we have h = h'.
Now we know that under the hypothesis of (iii), q, fixes (h) for every in-
volution h in S. If we can show that (1) S does actually contain an involution
and (2) G has only one conjugacy class of involutions, the claim will follow.
For (1) note that for simply-connected ~ we have G = ~k (see [17]), hence
S=(f8k=(k*)dim€> (where k* denotes the multiplicative group of k). Assertion
(2) follows from [11, Ch. II, 3.10).
LEMMA 2. Suppose ~ is simply-connected and contains an element n normal-
izing a maximal torus ~ of ~ such that
In = I - I for all I in ~.
Then n2 lies in the center of ~.
PROOF. For every x in N(?l(~) and I in ~ we have l(nX)=lx-Inx=«lx-l)n)x=
=r l, hence n-1nx lies in C(?l(~)=~, i.e. nX=ns for some s in ~. Then
(n2y = (nx )2 = nsns= n2sns = n2. Thus we have proved that n2 lies in the center
of N(?l(~)'
It remains to show that the center Z of N(?l(~) lies in Z(~). Let Z' be
the annihilator of Z in the character group X of ~. Then the Weyl group
W =N(?l(~)/~ acts trivially in the quotient X/Z', i.e. w(A.) - A. E Z' for every w
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in Wand A in X. But since ® is simply-connected, every root a of 1: in ® is
of the form W(A) - A (e.g. take for W the fundamental reflection associated to
a). This shows that all roots a vanish on Z, hence Z~Z(®).
LEMMA 3. Suppose ® is adjoint and the (absolute) Weyl group of ® has a
non-trivial center. If then (/J fixes all subgroups of G of order 2, it even fixes
all subgroups of G that are generated by semisimple elements.
PROOF. It suffices to show that (/J fixes every cyclic subgroup Y of G con-
sisting of semisimple elements. The group Y is contained in a maximal torus
1: of ® defined over k (see [11, Ch. II, 1.1]). By hypothesis, the Weyl group
N@(1:)/1: has a central element W* 1; this element must act on 1: by tW = r 1
(tE1:), see [2, Cor. on p. 146]. Below we are going to show that:
(+) W can be represented by an involution n in N@(1:) nG.
From ( +) it follows that the group D generated by nand Y is dihedral, hence
D is generated by its involutions. Now if (/J fixes all subgroups of G of order
2, then (/J fixes D and thus Y. This is clear if Y has order ~ 2; otherwise Y is
the only cyclic subgroup of D of index 2, and is thus fixed by (/J (Note that every
lattice automorphism of G maps cyclic groups to cyclic groups, by (13, Ch. I,
Th.2]).
It remains to prove ( +). Let ®be the simply-connected covering group of
® and consider the associated k-isogeny ®-+® (see (16, Def. 2.6.2]). Then the
inverse image i of 1: in ®is a maximal torus of ®defined over k. Every element
w of N<SJ(i)/i which is fixed by the absolute Galois group of k has a
representative fi in ®k (see [11, Ch. I, 2.1, 2.11]). If we let wbe the inverse
image of w, then fi2 will lie in Z(®) by Lemma 2, hence the image n of fi in ®
fulfills ( +). (Note that ®k is generated by unipotents (see (17]) and thus maps
into G).
LEMMA 4. Suppose ® is k-split and adjoint. If the simply-connected covering
group @of ® satisfies Z(®) *{I}, we assume that Z(®) contains only elements
of order ~2 and that q= I (mod 4). Then (/J fixes every subgroup of G of
order 2.
PROOF. By Lemma I (ii) it suffices to show that every involution of G lies in
a k-split torus of ®, or equivalently, that every element g of ®k with g2 E Z(®)
lies in a k-split torus of ®. (Note that ®k maps surjectively to G). The
following arguments are taken from [5].
Now g is conjugate in ®to an element h of a maximal k-split torus i of ®.
Then h lies even in i k : Namely, if Z(®) is trivial, then h2 = 1 and thus all
characters of i map h into {1, - I} ~ k; if Z(®) is not trivial, then h4 =1 and
thus the values of the characters of i on h are 4th roots of unity, which all lie
in k since q= 1 (mod 4).
Now g and h are elements of ®k which are conjugate in ®; then they are
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already conjugate in @k (see [11, Ch. II, 3.10]). Since h lies in a k-split torus
of @, the same is true for g.
LEMMA 5. Suppose that @ = ~/Z(~), where ~ is the invariance group in SLn
of a non-degenerate symmetric or skew-symmetric bilinear form b on the
k-vector space kn, n~ 5. If b is symmetric, we assume that n is either odd or
divisible by 4. Then f/> fixes every subgroup of 0 of order 2.
PROOF. It is well-known that ~ is an absolutely almost simple algebraic group
defined over k. Let Adenote the canonical map from ~ to @. Furthermore, let
g be an involution in 0, and choose h in ~k with A(h)=g. Then h2 lies in
Z(~)~{I, -I}. We want to show that f/> fixes (g).
CASE 1. h2=-1
In this case n must be even. Furthermore - 1 lies in the subgroup Q of ~k
generated by the unipotent elements (since [~k:Q] ~ 2). From this it follows
that ~ (hence also @) is k-split: This is clear if b is skew; if b is symmetric, note
that our hypothesis forces n=O (mod 4) and apply [6, Prop. 4.11].
The eigenvalues of h in an algebraic closure K of k are the two primitive 4th
roots of unity in K. Thus both eigenspaces of h in K n must be totally isotropic,
hence even maximal totally isotropic (for reasons of dimension). From this it
follows that C~(h)o is K-isomorphic to OLn/ 2, hence the commutator sub-
group ~ of C~(h)o is K-isomorphic to SLn/ 2• Thus the group C: =~k is
generated by its involutions lying in k-split tori of ~ (Note that C/Z(C) is
simple, since n/2~3 and p=l:2). By Lemma l(ii) it follows that A(C) is a
subgroup of 0 which is fixed by f/>.
Now let g' be the generator of (g)1P for some (fJEf/>, and choose h' in ~k
with A(h')=g'. Since C is generated by unipotent elements, (g) IP centralizes
A(C)IP=A(C) (see (+) in the proof of Lemma 1) and thus h' centralizes C.
Since C acts irreducibly and inequivalently in the two eigenspaces of h in K n
(see [12, Th. 43]), h' will fix these eigenspaces and act in each of them as a scalar
transformation; since (h')4= 1 and h'F/= ± 1, it follows that h'= ±h, hence
(g)lP= (g) for all (fJ in f/>.
CASE 2. h2=1
Let J denote the set of all involutions j in ~k such that the eigenspace MU)
of j corresponding to the eigenvalue - 1 has dimension 4 and Witt index 2 (reI.
to the (non-degenerate) restriction of b to MU». For every j in Jlet HU) denote
the subgroup of ~k generated by those unipotent elements that fix MU) and
act trivially in the orthogonal complement of MU) (reI. b). Thenj lies in HU)
(see [6, Prop. 4.11]), hence (j) is the center of HU). Now HU) is generated
by "root groups" U(o) (see Lemma 1) belonging to a maximal k-split torus
of ~, hence A maps HU) to a subgroup of 0 which is fixed by f/>. Thus the
center (AU» of this subgroup is also fixed by f/> (see (+) in the proof of
Lemma 1).
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Now fix some ({J E ep, and choose g' and h' as in Case 1. Then h' must be an
involution (otherwise Case I would apply). First we show that every j in J
centralizing h will also centralize h': Since the group (g, AU» has order 4, the
same is true for the group (g, AU» 'P = (g', AU», hence AU) centralizes g' and
we get jh' = ±j. If jh' = - j, then h' would interchange the two eigenspaces of
j, hence n = 8 and the two eigenspaces of h' would have Witt index 2 (since MU)
has), implying that 5) is k-split and h' lies in a k-split torus of 5); but then
h' = ± h by Lemma 1(ii), a contradiction (since jh =j). This proves that j will
also centralize h'.
Let VI and Vz be the two eigenspaces of h (corresponding to the eigenvalues
1 and - 1). Then the restriction of b to VI and Vz is non-degenerate, and e
is the orthogonal direct sum of VI and Vz. It is easy to see that the elements
of JnC~(h) generate a subgroup C of 5)k which acts irreducibly and
inequivalently in VI and Vz, unless b is skew and one of the Vi (say VI) is
2-dimensional; in this exceptional case C acts irreducibly in Vz and as ± id in
VI. (This can be checked directly or deduced from the fact that C induces in
each Vi a normal subgroup of the orthogonal resp. symplectic group of V;).
Since h' centralizes C (by the last paragraph), it follows that h' fixes each Vi
and acts in it as ±id; hence h'= ±h, i.e. (g)'P=(g).
LEMMA 6. Suppose ~ is adjoint and the (absolute) Weyl group of ~ has a
non-trivial center. Then ep fixes every subgroup of G which is generated by
semisimple elements.
PROOF. By Lemma 3 it suffices to show that ep fixes every subgroup of G of
order 2. This has been shown if ~ is of classical type (Lemma 5) and if ~ is
of type Gz, F4 or £s (since then the fundamental group of ~ is trivial and
Lemma 4 applies). If ~ is of type 3D4 , then for the simply-connected covering
group dl of ~ we have Z(dl)n dlk = {I}, hence dlk is isomorphic to G and thus
the claim will follow from Lemma 1 (iii) if we can show that dl has only one
conjugacy class of non-central involutions; this can be checked directly (using
the fact that dl/z is k-isomorphic to SOs for every subgroup Z of Z(dl) of
order 2 and for an algebraic closure Kof k) or can be deduced from [5, § 7].
It remains to consider the case that ~ is of type £7. By Lemma 4 we can
assume q = 3 (mod 4). Then the involutions of G which are not contained in any
k-split torus of ~ form a single class X under conjugation by ~k (see [5, § 12]).
By Lemma 1 (ii) it suffices to show that ep fixes (h) for every h in X. By [5,
§ 11] the group ~: = Cerih)o is almost simple of (absolute) type A 7 , hence for
the simply-connected covering group ~ of ~ we have ~k= SU(8, qZ) (Note that
~ cannot be k-split since h lies in every maximal torus of ~). Since qZ - 1=
=(q-l)(q+1)=0 (mod 8), the center of ~k is cyclic of order 8 and thus
equals the center of ~; hence the center of ~ (is cyclic and) equals the center
of C, where C denotes the image of ~k in ~k' Thus h is the unique involution
in the center of C and thus (h) will be fixed by ep if C is fixed by ep (Note that
C lies in G (since C is generated by unipotents) and apply (+) from the proof
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of Lemma 1). But C is generated by involutions lying in k-split tori of ~ (Note
that C/Z(C) is simple) and is thus fixed by ep by Lemma 1 (ii) (since every k-split
torus of ~ lies in a maximal k-split torus of @).
REMARK. So far we have not needed any restriction on p or q other than
p=/;2.
LEMMA 7. Let b be a non-degenerate symmetric or skew-symmetric bilinear
form on the k-vector space kn, n~ 3, and let 0 be the subgroup of OL(n,k)
generated by those unipotent elements that leave b invariant. Then every
unipotent element u of 0 is conjugate to u4 in 0.
PROOF. By [11, Ch. IV, 2.18, 2.5] k n is the direct sum of subspaces Vi
invariant under u and pairwise orthogonal reI. b (which implies that the
restriction of b to each Vj is non-degenerate) such that for each i either
(a) Vi has a base x, (u -1)(x), , (u _1)di -l(X) where d j == dim Vi~ I or
(b) Vi has a base y, (u -I)(y), , (u _l)di-l(y), Z, (u -I)(z), ... , (u _1)di-l(Z)
where b vanishes on the space Y spanned by the (u - 1)1l(y) and on the space
Z spanned by the (u - I )1l(Z) , Jl. ~ 0, and dim Y == dim Z == bi~ 1.
We can assume k n == Vi for some i. Let ~ denote the invariance group of b
in SLn (as in Lemma 5). In the case (b) every endomorphism of Y is induced
by an element of ~k fixing Yand Z, hence there is some h in ~k fixing Yand
Z such that uhly=u2lr (which follows from the Jordan normal form for
unipotent elements since p == char(k) =/; 2); but then uh == u2 (because of the dual
pairing between Y and Z induced by b). Since [~k:!J] ~2 (see e.g. [6,
Th. 4.15] for symmetric b), the element h2 lies in 0; but U(h
2
) =u4, hence the
claim.
It remains to consider case (a). In this case u is a regular unipotent element
of ~: This follows from (l 1, Ch. III, 1.12], since u lies in exactly one Borel
subgroup of SLn , hence also in only one Borel subgroup of~. If b is skew, the
group ~k == 0 has exactly two conjugacy classes of regular unipotent elements
(by [11, Ch. III, 1.19(b), 1.14(b)]), hence among u, u2 and u4 there must be
two conjugate elements (Note that p =/; 2); checking the three possibilities one
sees that in any case u is conjugate u4 (in 0). If b is symmetric, then n must
be odd (since we are in case (a), see [11, Ch. IV, 2.15(iii)]), hence ~k has only
one conjugacy class of regular unipotent elements «(lI, Ch. III, 1.19(b),
1.14(b)]); from [~k:!J] == 2 it follows that 0 has at most two conjugacy classes
of regular unipotents, and we can argue as above.
LEMMA 8. Suppose @ is adjoint of type O2 , F4 or 3D4 • Then every unipotent
element u of 0 is conjugate to u4 in O.
PROOF. It suffices to show that among u, u2 and u4 there are two conjugate
elements. If @ is of type O2 or F4 , this follows from the fact that for any given
n there are at most two unipotent conjugacy classes X of 0 with ICo(x)I== n
for x in X (see Chang [3], Shoji (l0, Table 5]).
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Now let ® be of type 3D4 • From the normal form for unipotent elements of
SOn used in the proof of Lemma 7. it follows that u is ®-conjugate to uT for
every integer r which is prime to p (see also [11, Ch. III, 1.8». Thus it will
suffice to show that every unipotent conjugacy class of ® contains at most two
conjugacy classes of G. But this follows from [11, Ch. I, 3.4] since (G=®k
and) the group C~(u)/C~(u)o has order ~ 2 (see [11, Ch. IV, 2.27] and note
that ® is k"-isomorphic to PSOg).
LEMMA 9. Suppose ® is of type E7 or Eg, andp>7. Then for every unipotent
element u of G there are integers r, S with 1~ r<s ~p - 1 such that uT is
conjugate to US in G.
PROOF. We may assume that ® is simply connected. Then G=®k' Using the
fact that all uT (l ~r~p-l) have the same centralizer in ®, it suffices to show
that:
(+) The number of conjugacy classes of G consisting of unipotent
elements v with C~(v)==C~(u) is at most 7.
This follows from the work of Mizuno [8] on the unipotent conjugacy classes
of the groups E6 , E7 , E8• Let us first consider the case of E8 • In [8, Table 10]
we find a list of the unipotent conjugacy classes in ®, giving the structure of
C~(x) for the elements x of each class. From this list we infer that two
unipotent elements of ® have isomorphic centralizers if and only if they are
conjugate. Hence it suffices to show that every unipotent conjugacy class X of
® contains at most 7 conjugacy classes of G. But the number of conjugacy
classes of G contained in X is bounded by the order of the group Z(x): =
=C~(x)/C~(x)o (for x in X) by [11, Ch. I, 3.4].
Now Z(x) is of order ~ 6 for x in all but one class from the above list; if x
is in this exceptional class Y, then Z(x) == S5 and Y contains exactly 7 conjugacy
classes of G (see [8, p. 451». This proves (+) in the case E8 •
Now suppose ® is of type E,. Then [8, Table 9] shows that for all but
three pairs (X, Y) of (distinct) unipotent conjugacy classes of ® we have
C~(x)g!:;C~(y) for xeX, ye Y. The three exceptional pairs are characterized
by the condition that the unipotent radical of C~(x) has dimension 16 resp. 20
resp. 22 and that IZ(x)I=2. From the latter condition it follows as above that
every X belonging to one of the exceptional pairs contains at most two
conjugacy classes of G; hence (+ ) holds for all u in X. Thus it suffices again
to show that every unipotent conjugacy class Y of ® contains at most 7
conjugacy classes of G. Now we infer from [8, Table 9] that for all but one such
Y we have IZ(Y)I ~6 for y in Y; for the remaining class Y we have Z(y)==
== S3 x Z2 and Y contains exactly 6 conjugacy classes of G (see [8, Lemma 21».
Thus ( +) is also verified in the case E7 •
LEMMA 10. Suppose ® is adjoint and the (absolute) Weyl group of ® has a
non-trivial center. If ® is of type E7 or E8 , assume that p > 7; otherwise p> 3.
Then tP contains only the identity (on L(G».
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PROOF. By Lemma 6 it suffices to show that cP fixes (u) for every unipotent
element u of G (since every subgroup of G is generated by its unipotent and
semisimple elements). By Lemma 7, 8 and 9 there exist integers r,s with
1~r<s~p - 1 and g E G such that (ur)g=us. Then ug=u t for some integer t
with t~ 1 (mod p) (Note that r(t-l)=s-r~O (mod p». If we choose a
sufficiently large integer n, then the element h: =glPn> is semisimple and
uh =um, where m: = t(P"> still satisfies m~ 1 (mod p).
By Lemma 6, the group A generated by hand hU is fixed by CP. From
h-Ihu = (u -I)hu =U -m+ I
it follows that u - m + I lies in A. Then also u lies in A (since m ~ 1 mod p),
hence A = (h, u). Thus (u) is the only p-Sylow subgroup of A and is therefore
fixed by CP.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. In view of the remarks preceding Lemma 1, the
Theorem now follows from Lemma 10 and Proposition 2.
3. CONSTRUCTION OF EXCEPTIONAL LATTICE AUTOMORPHISMS
In the last section we showed that cP is trivial in a large number of cases,
including the simple groups B2(q), G2(q) and 3D4(q) of rank 2 (if q is not a
power of 2 or 3). Now we are going to see that for the groups A 2(q) =
= PSL(3, q), cP is non-trivial, and even non-solvable, in general. The method
of proof will also apply to the rank 1 non-split groups PSU(3, q2) (but to no
other class of Chevalley groups). This is interesting in view of Metelli's result
[7] that for the rank 1 groups G=PSL(2,q), Sz(q) we have Aut L(G)=:AutG.
When trying to construct lattice automorphisms of PSL(3, q) and PSU(3, q),
we can replace these by SL(3, q) and SU(3, q) (which are more convenient to
handle), since every lattice automorphism of the latter groups will fix the center
and hence induce a lattice automorphism of the former ones. We consider
SL(3, q) and SU(3, q) as matrix groups acting in the natural way on the k-vector
space k3, where k is the field with q elements; SU(3, q) exists only if q is a
square, and then is defined to be the subgroup of SL(3, q) consisting of the
matrices g with g - I = gt, where"t" denotes "transpose" and" -" denotes the
map induced by the automorphism of k of order 2. As usual q is a power of
the prime p. Define the "root subgroups" Ui (i= 1,2,3) of SL(3, q) such that
UI resp. U2 resp. U3 consists of the matrices
Gr ~] r~p. G!;] re,p. G!~] (xEk)
PROPOSITION 3. Let G be one of the groups SL(3,q), SU(3,q), and let A. be
a lattice automorphism of the group T of diagonal matrices in G. Then A. can
be extended to a lattice automorphism of G fixing every p-subgroup of G and
commuting with the inner automorphisms of G, if the following holds:
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(i) A. commutes with the action of No(T)/T (which is isomorphic to the
symmetric group 83 and acts on T by permuting the diagonal entries).
(ii) A. fixes every subgroup of T which is fixed by a non-trivial element of
No(T)/T.
(iii) A. fixes every 2-subgroup and every 3-subgroup of T.
(iv) A. fixes every subgroup of T which does not act irreducibly in each of the
Vj (i = 1,2,3).
REMARK. In the case G = 8V(3, q), condition (iv) is superfluous, and if A.
satisfies only (ii) and (iii), then A. can be extended to a lattice automorphism A.'
of G by simply setting Xl' =X for every subgroup X of G not contained in T.
This can be seen from the proof of Proposition 3.
PROOF. Let A. be a lattice automorphism of T satisfying (i)-(iv). We can
assume A. * id. Then q *2, hence T is the stabilizer in G of the three I-dimen-
sional subspaces Ej (i = 1,2,3) of k3 spanned by the elements of the canonical
base of k 3•
(1) If X is a subgroup of T with Xl *X, then X fixes no I-dimensional
subspace of k 3 different from the E j :
Otherwise X would act equivalently in two of the Ei's, hence the element of
No(T)/T interchanging them would centralize X, which contradicts (ii) (since
Xl*X).
(2) If X is a subgroup of T with Xl *X, then Co(X} = T:
This follows from (1).
(3) Every subgroup X of T with Xl *X acts (by conjugation) irreducibly and
pairwise inequivalently in the groups Vi (i = 1,2, 3):
The irreducibility is clear by (iv). For the rest of the claim, we may assume
that X is cyclic, say X =(t) where t is the diagonal matrix diag (II' tz, t3). The
matrix t acts in VI resp. Vz resp. V3 as multiplication by tl-Itz resp. tz- It3 resp.
t l-
It3• Hence if t acts equivalently in two of the Vi'S, then either t l =tz or tz= t3
or d= I (Note that t l tzt3 =det (t) = 1). The first two cases cannot occur by (1).
If d= I, then we can write t as t = t't H where t' = diag (s, 1, s - I) has order prime
to 3 and the order of t H is a power of 3 (and t', rET), but then A. fixes (t')
by (ii) and (lH) by (iii), hence also X. This proves (3).
(4) If P is a p-subgroup of G normalized by a subgroup X of T with Xl *X,
then P is also normalized by T:
Let V be the group of unipotent upper triangular matrices in G. It follows
from (3) that every subgroup of V which is normalized by X must be the
product of some of the V;'s (Note that V/V3 == VI x Vz). Hence it suffices to
show that P is conjugate under No(T) to a subgroup of V (in view of (i». This
follows from the fact that X (and thus by (1) also T) fixes the space F of fixed
points of P in k 3 and the inverse image in k3 of the space of fixed points of
Pin k 3/F.
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(5) Now we define a map ({J from the set L(G) to itself
We first define ({J on the set !!Tof all subgroups X of G with xg~ T for some
gin G: Namely, we set X9': ==«xg»),)g-I; by (i), X9' will not depend on the
choice of g (since any two subgroups of T that are conjugate in G are already
conjugate in NG(T».
Next we define ({J on the set i!I/ of all subgroups Y of G which are the (semi-
direct) product of a normal p-subgroup P and some X E ¥: Noting that X9' is
already defined and normalizes P by (4), we set Y9': =p·X9'; then y9' will not
depend on the choice of X, since all complements of P in Yare conjugate under
P (by Zassenhaus' Theorem, because P is a normal Sylow subgroup of Y) and
since (xg)9'= (X9')g for all X in ¥ and g in G.
Finally we set Z9': = Z for all subgroups Z of G not belonging to ~ Then
({J is a well-defined map L(G)->L(G) which extends A, fixes every p-subgroup
of G and commutes with the inner automorphisms of G. The map constructed
from A. -1 in the same way as ({J from A. will be inverse to ({J, hence ({J is bijective.
(6) It only remains to show that ({J is inclusion-preserving, Le. E~F implies
EIfJ~ FIfJ (Note that as remarked above, ({J - I arises in the same way as ({J and
will then also be inclusion-preserving). So we fix subgroups E, F of G with
E~F.
(7) If F belongs to '?Y, then EIfJ ~FIfJ:
Namely, if F belongs to if!!and P is the p-Sylow subgroup of F, then Enp
is the only p-Sylow subgroup of E, hence has a complement Xo in E (by
Zassenhaus' Theorem) which lies in a complement X of P in F (by the theory
of Hall groups, see [4, Ch. VI, 1.8]). Since ({J commutes with the inner auto-
morphisms of G, we may assume X~T. Then EIfJ=(Enp) xt=(Enp)
xt~PX).=P XIfJ==F9'.
(8) From now on we can assume that F does not belong to if!!(by (7». Then
FIfJ == F. Obviously we can further assume that £9' *" E. Then E belongs to '?Y,
and from the definition of ({J on i!I/we see that we can assume E E !f, hence even
E~ T (since ({J commutes with the inner automorphisms of G).
We have to show that E). ~F. Since E is generated by its cyclic subgroups of
prime power order (and since A. is a lattice automorphism), we may assume that
E is a cyclic s-group for some prime s. Furthermore we may assume that F is
minimal among the subgroups of G that contain E and do not belong to if!!:
Finally we assume from now on that the claim is wrong, Le. E), "$iF, and reach
a contradiction in several steps.
(9) GG(E) == T and s~ 5: See (2) resp. (iii).
(10) FnNG(T)~ T:
For every n in NG(T) \ T, the group A: == (E, n) nTis normalized by nand
is thus fixed by A. (by (ii»; hence if n would lie in F, we would get the contra-
diction E).~A),=A~F.
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(11) Let S be an s-SylowsubgroupofF containingE. Then S lies in T and has
a normalcomplementR in F:
From E~Sn T and (9) it follows that Co(SnT)= T and thus NF(Sn T)~
~FnNo(T)~Tby (10). In particular Ns(SnT)=Sn T, hence sn T=S (since
S is nilpotent). Then NF(S) =NF(Sn T)~ T and thus NF(S) =CF(S). Now the
existence of R follows from a theorem of Burnside (see [4, Ch. IV, 2.6]).
(12) R is an r-groupforsomeprimer=l=p:
If R were a p-group,then F = RS E '!IIcontrary to our assumption. Hence the
order of R has a prime divisor r=l=p. Since s is prime to the order of R, hence
also to the number of r-Sylowsubgroups of R, there exists an r-Sylowsubgroup
R) of R which is normalized by the s-groupS. We assume R) =l=R. Then the
group R)S must belong to '!II (by the above minimality assumption on F),
hence is abelian and thus contained in Co(S) = T (see (9».
If NR(R) = CR(R), then R) has a normal complement KinR (by the above
theorem of Burnside) which must be normalized by S; then the group KS
belongs to '!II (by minimality of F), hence also the group F=K (R)S) must
belong to qr, contrary to our assumption.
By Zassenhaus' Theorem, R) has a complement K) in NR(R) which can be
chosen to be invariant under S (since the number of these complements is prime
to s). By minimality of F, the group K)S will then belong to qr, hence K)S =
= (K)sn T) P where P is the (only) p-Sylow subgroup of K)S. By (4), P is
normalized by T (since it is normalized by E), hence P is normalized and thus
centralized by R). From NR(R)=R)K)~R)(K)S)~TP it follows that
NR(R)=CR(R); but this case has already been excluded. This proves that
R) =R, hence (12).
(13) R is not abelian:
Otherwise R would be diagonalizable over an algebraic closure k of k, i.e.
[(3 were the direct sum of the weight spaces Vp of R in [(3 <.u E Hom (R, k*».
Then S would permute the Vp's. But the number of non-zero Vp's is at
most 3, and s~5 by (9), hence S would fix every Vp and thus centralize R,
implying that R ~Co(S) = T, hence F =SR~ T and thus FE '!II - the desired
contradiction.
(14) Rn T=Z(R)=R' (where R' denotesthe commutatorsubgroupofR) and
S acts non-triviallyon the elementaryabelian groupR/Z(R):
In view of the minimality assumption on F, (14) follows from (13) and [4,
Ch. III, 13.5] (if we set 0: =R, ~=58: =S and note that then necessarily
Il3 =R).
(15) Assumethat R' lies in the centerofSL(3, q) (which consists of the scalar
matrices of order 3). Since R'=I={I}, it follows that r=3. Let a\> ... ,an be a
system of representatives for the cosets of Z(R) in R. Then the functions
tl;:R--+R' defined by tl;(b)=afa;-) are all distinct (for i=I, ... ,n). Hence
a), ... , an are linearly independent elements of the k-vector space M(3, k) of
3 x 3-matrices over k, since the a; are simultaneous eigenvectors for the action
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of R in M(3, k) (by conjugation) belonging to the distinct "eigenvalues" JJi'
Thus n ~ dim M(3, k) == 9, and R/Z(R) is a vector space over GF(3) of dimension
~ 2. Hence R/Z(R) has no automorphism of prime order ~ 5 (since
IGL(2, 3)1 == 243). But this contradicts (14), since S is an s-group with s~ 5.
(16) By (14), R' is a subgroup of T with R~C: =CSL(3,q)(R').
Hence C* T. By (15), C*SL(3,q). The only remaining case is that R' acts
by scalar transformations in a 2-dimensional subspace of k 3 and C== GL(2, q).
Then R is a subgroup of C== GL(2, q) and R' lies in the center of C. Now we
can argue as in (15) to conclude that IR/Z(R)I ~4, which again contradicts (14).
This final contradiction completes the proof of the Proposition.
REMARK. After an appropriate modification of condition (iii), the above
proof could easily be extended to cover the cases G == SL(n, q) with n*3; but
in these cases, (i) and (ii) imply that;' =id, hence the claim becomes void.
Fortunately this is not true for n == 3, as we are going to see now.
We want to construct (non-trivial) lattice automorphisms ;. of the group T
of diagonal matrices in SL(3, q) satisfying (i)-(iv). Note that T is isomorphic to
the direct product of two cyclic groups of order q - 1. For simplicity we assume
that q - I has a prime divisor I~ 5 such that 12 does not divide q - 1. Then the
I-torsionsubgroup T(I) of T is a 2-dimensional vector space over GF(/) (the
field with I elements) and thus every permutation JJ of the set !pI of I-dimen-
sional subspaces of rl) will induce a lattice automorphism of rl), hence also
a lattice automorphism AJI of T (which fixes every m-subgroup of T for the
primes m* I).
The Weyl group N SL(3,q)(T)/T induces a permutation group Won !pI which
- in a suitable coordinate system - is generated by the transformations t ...... lit
and t ...... -t-l (tEGF(/)U{oo}). Since 1~5, Wacts on !pI with exactly two
orbits of length 3 and one or no orbit of length 2 (corresponding to whether
1= 1 or 1= - 1 (mod 3»; the other orbits have length 6.
For every permutation JJ of !p I commuting with Wand fixing all points in
the W-orbits of length < 6, the lattice automorphism AJI of T will satisfy
(i)-(iii). These permutations JJ form a group M == (S3)n >4 Sn where n is the
number of W-orbits of length 6, hence n == (/- 7)/6 resp. n == (/- 5)/6 (corre-
sponding to whether 1= 1 or 1= - 1 mod 3); Sn denotes the symmetric group
on n letters.
Let q == pr as usual. Then the groups Vi considered in condition (iv) are
r-dimensional vector spaces over GF(p). If we require that I does not divide
pS_l for O<s<r, it follows that every automorphism of Vi of order I acts
irreducibly in Vi' hence the AJI (JJ EM) will satisfy all conditions (i)-(iv) (Note
that every cyclic subgroup *{I} of rl) that acts trivially in some Vi is fixed
by a non-trivial element of W).
Call a lattice automorphism of SL(3, q) exceptional if it fixes every p-Sylow
subgroup of SL(3, q). Clearly, the exceptional lattice automorphisms of
G == SL(3, q) are exactly the elements of the group ep considered in section 1 (for
~ = SL3). Thus it follows from Proposition 3 and the above discussion that ep
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has a subgroup which maps surjectively to M, if 1 satisfies the above hypo-
theses. Hence we have proved
COROLLARY. The group f/J of exceptional lattice automorphisms of SL(3, p')
is not trivial (resp. not solvable), if there exists a prime I?;. 11 (resp. I?;. 37) such
that p'= 1 (mod I) but p'~ 1 (mod 12 ) and pS~ 1 (mod I) for every s with
O<s<r.
REMARK. The smallest value of q = p' for which the Corollary shows that f/J
is not trivial (resp. not solvable) is q = 23 (resp. q = 83).
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